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40Kおよび中質量元素
40K Kの中の長寿命不安定核種 (t1/2=1.248×109 yr)
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地球内部の放射化熱の主要な熱源のひとつ

＠核図表

大質量星 他の中質量核種(Si-Ca)とともに生成
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Kの生成問題

金属欠乏星におけるK存在度と生成問題

超新星爆発時の爆発的酸素燃焼
大質量星でのK合成
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炭素燃焼, ネオン燃焼 (Woosley et al. 2002)

deep mixing show relatively small [N/Fe] (!"1; Spite et al.
2005). However, [N/Fe] in our models are even smaller than the
smallest [N/Fe] observed in the EMP and VMP stars (Spite et al.
2005). Thus, the following mechanism might be important.

2. N was enhanced in massive progenitor stars before the SN
explosion. N is mainly synthesized by the mixing between the He
convective shell and the H-rich envelope (e.g., UNN00; Iwamoto
et al. 2005, hereafter IW05). The mixing can be enhanced by ro-
tation (Langer 1992; Heger & Langer 2000; Maeder & Meynet
2000). Suppose that the Pop III SN progenitors were rotating
faster than more metal-rich stars because of smaller mass loss,
then [N/Fe] was enhanced as observed in the EMP stars.

[O/Fe] of the 18M# and the IMF-integratedmodel are in good
agreement with the observations (Figs. 4c and 5), while [O/Fe]
of the 13 and 15 M# models are lower than the observations
(Figs. 4a and 4b). In the abundance determination of O, how-
ever, uncertain hydrodynamic (three-dimensional) effects are
important (Nissen et al. 2002), and CA04 applied the three-
dimensional correction for dwarfs to the metal-deficient giants.
If the observed values of [O/Fe] in the figures are correct, this
may indicate that the contribution of a single normal SN from a

small-mass progenitor to the chemical enrichment in the VMP
stars is small.
We assumed all massive stars withMMS $ 20 M# explode as

HNe. However, there is a suggestion that the fraction of HNe to
whole SNe (!HN) is !HN ! 0:5 (Kobayashi et al. 2006). If !HN !
0:5, %(C;N;O)/Fe& and [Zn/Fe] are slightly larger and smaller,
respectively, than the case with !HN ! 1, but these are still in good
agreement with the observation (Fig. 12 in Nomoto et al. 2006).
On the other hand, if the contribution of the faint SNe (MMS $
20 M#) to reproduce the abundance patterns of the C-rich EMP
stars is large enough (see x 4.1; UN03; UN05; Tominaga et al.
2007), then %(C;N;O)/Fe& is enhanced, because the faint SNe pro-
duce large %(C;N;O)/Fe& due to a small amount of Fe ejection.
The contribution of the faint SNe, however, might be small, since
[Mg/Fe] is close to the upper limit of the observations without the
contribution of the faint SNe. In order to estimate the ratios of
HNe and faint SNe relative to all core-collapse SNe, further in-
vestigations are necessary.

4. TRENDS WITH METALLICITY

In xx 3.1 and 3.2, we show that the observed abundance pat-
terns can be reasonably reproduced by themixing-fallbackmodel.
CA04 showed not only the abundance patterns of individual stars
but also the existence of certain trends of the abundance ratios
with respect to [Fe/H]. In this section, we compare the observed
trends with our models in Tables 1Y3.
In Figure 6, the observed abundance ratios [X/Fe] against

[Fe/H] are compared with yields of individual SN models in
Table 1 and the IMF-integrated yield described in x 3.2. Here,
[Fe/H] of individual SN models are determined by equation (2),
while [Fe/H] of the IMF-integrated abundance ratios are assumed
to be the same as normal SN models (%Fe/H& ! "2:6). We note
that the observed abundance ratios of most elements are roughly
constant for"2:5P %Fe/H& < "1. This can be interpreted that the
SN ejecta had been mixed homogeneously in the halo at "2:5P
%Fe/H&. This is consistent with the chemical evolution models in
Ishimaru&Wanajo (1999), Argast et al. (2000), Tumlinson (2006),
Nomoto et al. (2006), and Kobayashi et al. (2006).
According to the SN-induced star formation model (eq. [2]),

our models cluster around %Fe/H& ! "3:5, and only a fewmodels
exist around %Fe/H& ! "3, because we applied only one explo-
sion energy for each mass. In reality, the explosion energies of

Fig. 4.—Comparison between the abundance pattern of the VMP stars given
by CA04 (circles with error bars) and the theoretical individual normal SN yields
(solid line). Panels show the comparisons with (a) MMS ' 13 M#, E51 ' 1,
(b) MMS ' 15 M#, E51 ' 1, and (c) MMS ' 18 M#, E51 ' 1.

Fig. 5.—Same as Fig. 4, but for the IMF-integrated yield of Pop III SNe from
10 to 50M#. Themixing-fallbackmodel is applied for HNmodels, not for normal
SNmodels. In case A (solid line), all HNmodels are determined by their mixing-
fallback parameters so that %O/Fe& ' 0:5, but in case B (dashed line), massive
HN models larger than MMS ' 30 M# have mixing-fallback parameters so that
%Mg/Fe& ' 0:2.

TOMINAGA, UMEDA, & NOMOTO524

(Tominaga et al. 2007)

[X/Fe] = log(NX /NFe) ! log(NX /NFe)"

爆発モデルを工夫してもK存在度を再現するのが困難

A: [O/Fe] = 0.5 for HN models
B: [Mg/Fe] = 0.2 for >30 M! HN models

● Very Metal-Poor Stars の平均存在度
    -2.7 < [Fe/H] < -2.0
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対流層の物質混合と大質量星の最終進化

物質混合

観測を再現するようにαMLT, fovを決定

後期進化の燃焼まで適用可能かはわからない

星の対流層における物質混合
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対流層

輻射層
Δr

拡散近似
Dcv = 1

3 vMLT!MLTHP

overshoot
対流領域の境界の少し外まで混合
Dov

cv = Dcv,0 exp (!2 #r
fovHP0 )

αMLT: mixing length parameter

fov: overshoot parameter

…主に主系列星と赤色超巨星の性質
αMLT = 1.8, fov = 0.03/0.002 until/after He burning
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多次元進化における対流混合
酸素shell燃焼層を想定した3D流体計算
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(Jones et al. 2017)2998 S. Jones et al.

Figure 8. Fractional volumes of the entrained fluid in the 15363 PPMSTAR run D2 at 25.7 min of simulated time (dump number 154). The left-hand image is a
projection of the far hemisphere of the simulation; the near hemisphere has been cut away and the core has been made almost transparent, but is still visible
as a faint purple sphere. The right-hand image is a thin slice through the sphere. In both images, fluid that began inside the convection zone has been made
transparent and therefore only entrained fluid is visible. That entrained fluid has a fractional volume which is indicated by the colour scale. See Section 3.1 of
the text for a detailed description.

very close to vr ! L1/3, in agreement with Porter & Woodward
(2000). This scaling can be motivated as follows.

In a stationary state, the luminosity L(r) can be decomposed to
the fluxes Fh and Fk of enthalpy and kinetic energy, respectively,

L(r) = 4!r2(Fh + Fk), (1)

because we neglect the small radiative contribution. Both terms
on the right-hand side of equation (1) can be shown to scale in
proportion to v3. The kinetic energy flux scales with the kinetic
energy density and velocity, hence Fk ! !v3. The enthalpy flux is
Fh = !vcpT", where T" is a typical temperature fluctuation between
the upflows and downflows. Assuming that the relative temperature
fluctuations T"/T are of the same order as the relative dynamic
pressure fluctuations p"/p # !v2/p, we have T" # T!v2/p ! v2,
because p ! !T by the ideal gas law. The enthalpy flux is then
Fh ! !v3.

Another way to see why L ! v3 is to consider the kinetic energy
generation and dissipation rates in a convection zone. Per unit of
volume, the turbulent dissipation rate is "d ! !v3/l, where l is
an integral length-scale of the turbulence. Therefore, also the total
dissipation rate in the convection zone, which in a stationary state is
of the same order as L (see Viallet et al. 2013), scales in proportion
to v3. A similar argument was made by Biermann (1932).

3.3 Where is the CB?

Standard stellar evolution models, such as our MESA models, are
spherically symmetric. The local Schwarzschild or Ledoux cri-
terion is used to determine convectively unstable regions. The
MLT is then applied to these regions to estimate the tempera-

ture gradient, convective velocity and convective energy flux. Ac-
cording to MLT, the convective velocity vanishes at convective
boundaries.

In this section, we will describe how convection in the 3D simu-
lations presented here differs from the 1D picture. The entropy gra-
dient averaged spherically and over a few overturning time-scales
is weakly positive in the upper half of the convection zone. If in-
terpreted as a 1D representation of the stratification, it would imply
this upper part to be formally stable. However, convection there is
just as vigorous as that in the lower part of the convection zone (see
Figs 9–11). This suggests that instead of the average stratification,
the velocity field itself should be used to delineate the boundaries
of a 3D convection zone. Fig. 11 shows that the tangential veloc-
ity component v$ reaches a local maximum both near the bottom
and near the top of the convection zone and then drops suddenly
at the CB, where the steep entropy gradient forces the flow to turn
over. The flow velocity does not vanish completely because of the
presence of internal gravity waves and sound waves in the stable
stratification. We adopt the CB as the location where the decline in
v$ is the steepest.

This criterion can be applied to the 4! spherical average as well
as to different radial directions. This shows that in contrast to the
1D MLT picture, the boundary of a 3D convection zone is not
located on a perfect sphere. The variation of the location of the CB
in different directions translates into finite thickness of the boundary
when spherical averages are formed. To illustrate this, the data
have been split into 80 space-filling radial tetrahedra (which we
call buckets), each covering approximately the same solid angle.
Figs 14 and 15 show that there are indeed significant bucket-to-
bucket fluctuations #rub = rub % &rub' when the radius rub of the
upper boundary is defined by the steepest decline in v$.

MNRAS 465, 2991–3010 (2017)Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/465/3/2991/2417019
by University of Tokyo Library user
on 24 January 2018

対流層境界から流入した物質の比体積

3006 S. Jones et al.

Figure 22. Results of the 3D–1D diffusion analysis at the upper CB of the D1 (7683 grid) and D2 (15363 grid) simulations (see Table 1). The vertical dotted lines
represent the upper boundary of the convection zone. B is where the entropy gradient becomes positive in our PPMSTAR setup (equivalent to the Schwarzschild
criterion); C is where the radial gradient of the tangential component of the fluid velocity is steepest after 46.7 (16.0) min of simulated time for simulation D1
(D2). We also give the MESA model upon which these simulations were based; it has been aligned so that the CB according to the Schwarzschild criterion is
located at B. X is the spherically averaged mass fraction of the overlying fluid and is plotted at a simulated time indicated by the subscript in tens of seconds.
DMLT = 1

3 vMLT!HP is the diffusion coefficient computed in the framework of MLT with ! = 1.6. D (solid black line) is the derived diffusion coefficient
which gives the same net mixing as the 3D hydrodynamic simulation when its output is spherically averaged. DRCMD is the recommended diffusion coefficient
to use in a 1D code given by DRCMD = vMLT ! min(!HP, |r " rSC|), where rSC is the radial coordinate of the Schwarzschild boundary at B, as described in
Section 3.6 of the text, with an exponentially decaying CB mixing from radius r0 = rSC " fCBMHP with fCBM = 0.03, as formulated by Freytag et al. (1996,
see Section 3.6).

applying the exponentially decaying diffusive CBM model of Frey-
tag et al. (1996) in combination with the modified mixing length
seems to reproduce the shape of the derived diffusion coefficient
rather well. In Fig. 22, this has been plotted and is formulated for
the upper CB as

D(r) = D(r0) ! exp
!

" 2|r " r0|
fCBMHP(r0)

"
, (5)

where r0 is the radial coordinate rSC " fCBMH SC
P (i.e. inside the

convection zone, with H SC
P the scaleheight of pressure at the

Schwarzschild boundary. Lastly, fCBM is the parameter which sets
the e-folding length of the exponentially decaying diffusion co-
efficient – which is fCBM/2 in units of the pressure scaleheight
HP – outwards from the radius r0. In Fig. 22, a value of fCBM

= 0.03 was used. Note that this mixing model is already im-
plemented in the MESA stellar evolution code and the recom-
mendation made in this section would be implemented by set-
ting the parameters overshoot f0 above burn z shell = 0.03
and overshoot f above burn z shell = 0.03 with an addi-
tional minor modification to multiply the diffusion coefficient by
the factor of 3.

3.7 Temperature fluctuations and their feedback on the
energy generation rate

Our use of a static heat source instead of a nuclear network raises the
question of what effect the convection-induced temperature fluctu-
ations could have on the energy generation rate in a real star. The
temperature sensitivity of 16O + 16O reactions,

"OO = ! ln #OO

! ln T
, (6)

with the reaction rate #oo given by equation 18.75 of Kippenhahn,
Weigert & Weiss (2012) is

"OO = "2
3

+ 45.31T
"1/3

9 " 0.419T
2/3

9 " 0.593T
4/3

9 + 0.0206T 2
9 ,

(7)

where T9 = T/(109 K); the temperature sensitivity of the electron
screening factor has been neglected. Equation (7) gives "OO = 32
for T9 = 2.2, which is the typical temperature at the bottom of the
O-shell convection zone. The relative rms temperature fluctuations
reach T #

rms = 5 ! 10"5 in the heating layer in the D1 run. The ex-
pected relative rms fluctuations in the energy generation rate are

MNRAS 465, 2991–3010 (2017)Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/465/3/2991/2417019
by University of Tokyo Library user
on 24 January 2018

3D流体計算の結果から適用した拡散係数
fov = 0.03

対流層境界の外の物質を取り込みやすい？
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研究目的

金属欠乏星の組成との比較し，overshootパラメータ 
の制限をする

大質量星の進化と超新星で生成される40Kを含めたKおよび 
中質量元素の生成過程と生成量を調べる
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40Kの生成量, 初代星での中質量元素の生成， 
銀河化学進化に応用する

対流層境界での物質混合に影響するovershootの効果に 
対する中質量元素の生成量の依存性を調べる
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大質量星の進化モデル
HOngo Stellar Hydrodynamics Investigator (HOSHI) CODE
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$P
$Mr

= ! GMr

4"r4 ! 1
4"r2

$2r
$t2

$r
$Mr

= 1
4"r2#

$ ln T
$ ln P

= min(%ad, %rad) $Lr

$Mr
= $nucl ! $% + $grav

$Xi

$t
= $

$Mr [(4"r2#)2D ( $Xi

$Mr )] + ( $Xi

$t )
nucl

対流, 輻射

元素合成対流混合組成変化

( $Xi

$t )
nucl

= ! &iXi + &j&jXj ! #&j''v(i, jXiXj + #&j,k''v(j,kXjXk + . . .

元素合成(ここでは~Brまでの300核種)

·M(Te), L, [XH, XHe, Z]) 質量放出率

自転を考慮した星の計算も可能

(Takahashi et al. 2016, 2018, 2019, Yoshida et al. 2019)
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テスト計算例

18M!, Z = 0, Eexp = 1×1051 erg, M(56Ni) = 0.07 M!

進化の最終段階で効率的にKが生成
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fov = 0.002 fov = 0.005
CO

Ne“Si”
“Fe”

Ar
K

CO
Ne“Si”

“Fe”

Ar

K

fov = 0.005

星の質量, 金属量にも複雑に依存

大質量星の進化と超新星における元素合成
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研究計画

金属欠乏星の組成との比較

1年目
太陽金属量の大質量星について中質量元素の生成量の 
overshoot依存性について調べる

9

M = 10, 15, 20, 25 M! stars
fov = 0, 0.005, 0.010, 0.030
K, 40Kの生成量と生成過程を調べる

2年目
初代星金属量の星についてKを含めた中質量元素の 
生成量のovershoot依存性について調べる

overshootパラメータへの制限
銀河化学進化への応用
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まとめ

mixing length theoryと拡散近似, overshoot

金属欠乏星の組成
大質量星の進化や超新星での元素合成で生成

K (40K)を含めた中質量元素

10

進化過程での対流混合の影響がある
大質量星モデルにおける対流混合

K生成問題

後期進化において多次元の対流効果を十分再現 
できているとまでは言えない

40K, Kを含めた中質量元素の合成のovershoot依存性
40Kを含めたKの生成過程の解明
初代星や銀河化学進化での中質量元素の進化


